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tympana (the panels of the arches over the doors) an oppor-
tunity for more ambitious sculpture. The Gothic cathedral,
with its skeleton walls and vast windows, reduced the field
for the painter of walls but gave magnificent opportunities for
the worker in stained or painted glass; the tracery of the
windows gave scope to the carver, and the great fagades were
admirably fitted for figure sculpture. This development first
took shape in North France, and the building of the abbey
church of St. Denis by its abbot, the famous Suger, may be
taken as the prelude; it was completed in 1145 and with it
the Gothic style may be said to have come to birth. Not
only in architecture, but also in monumental sculpture and
in glass-painting Suger may be said to be an initiator; the
fashion he set was soon followed in other churches in North
France and England. The most notable work in sculpture,
both in the round and in relief, that was executed in the
twelfth century is in the cathedral of Chartres; this was
modelled on the sculpture at St. Denis, so for this too Suger
may be said to have given the inspiration.
Painting had a sphere apart from buildings—in books. Manuscripts
Here again in North France and England the creative talent
surpasses that in Italy, where as also in the case of sculpture
the artist was still to a large extent imitative. It is mainly
to be found in the beauty of colouring of the initial letters
and the decorative designs in the margins, though there are,
especially in England, some notable paintings of figures and
scenes. Apart from their decoration, the manuscripts by
themselves are works of art. The rounded hands of the
eleventh and twelfth centuries are clearly descended from
the Carolingian, though the course of time has produced many
changes. Much labour and skill must have gone to the
writing of these manuscripts. The letters are usually large
and are beautifully formed; in England especially, the
twelfth-century handwriting, is unsurpassed. Then at the
end of the century came the change that had come earlier in
architecture. The rounded hand gave place, almost as
naturally, to the pointed (Gothic) hand, which was to be
universal throughout Europe until the Renaissance. The
letters become much smaller, the contractions more numerous,
as the demand for books becomes greater. The delicacy of
some of this small lettering is quite remarkable, but book-

